D6820 DOUBLE TARGET (ITALY, 1987)
(Other titles: Doppio bersaglio)

Credits: director, Bruno Mattei (as Vincent Dawn); writers, Clyde Anderson, Bruno Mattei.
Cast: Miles O'Keefe, Donald Pleasance, Bo Svenson, Kristine Erlandson.
Summary: Action/adventure film set in Thailand and Vietnam in the 1980s. A wave of terrorist bombings strikes U.S. targets throughout Southeast Asia. In Bangkok, Robert Ross (O'Keefe), an ex-Special Forces soldier and Vietnam veteran is trying to find a way into Vietnam to rescue his Amerasian son. Ross is offered a way back to Vietnam by U.S. Senator Blaster (Pleasance) who wants Ross to gather intelligence about a possible Russian base in Vietnam that is being used to train the terrorists responsible for the recent bombings. Ross is dropped off from a submarine on the Vietnamese coast near Cam Ranh Bay. With his local contact, a Belgian named Toro (Raymond), Ross finds his son (Navarro) in a coastal village then infiltrates a Russian compound and photographs the proof Blaster wanted. Pursued by Russians (commanded by Svenson) in helicopters and Vietnamese on the ground, Ross and company endure ambush and capture. Ultimately, after blowing up the Russian compound and killing all his pursuers, Ross is able to escape with his son in a captured Russian helicopter.